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Abstract—In industrial control systems (ICS), programmable logic controllers (PLCs) directly control and monitor physical processes in real-time such as nuclear plants, and power grid stations. Adversaries typically transfer malicious control logic to PLCs over the network to sabotage a physical process. These control logic attacks are well-understood containing machine instructions in network packets that are likely to be detected by network intrusion detection systems (IDS). On the other hand, return-oriented programming (ROP) reuses blocks (or gadgets) of existing code in computer memory to create and execute malicious code. It limits or eliminates the need to craft a new malicious payload. However, we show that ROP can be used to attack a control logic in a PLC’s memory to perform a malicious operation on a target application. Thus, it does not require injecting a new malicious block of code to launch an attack. Currently, ROP attacks on PLCs have never been discussed in the literature, showing the research gap in exploring ROP attacks as a potential attack vector for ICS.

Figure 1 shows a typical ICS environment. It consists of 1) a control center and 2) a field site. The control center consists of ICS services such as a human-machine interface (HMI), an engineering workstation, a historian, and a master terminal unit (MTU). The field sites consist of the actual physical processes monitored and controlled via sensors, actuators, and programmable logic controllers (PLCs). PLCs are embedded devices equipped with control logic programs that define how a physical process is controlled. Attackers typically transfer malicious control logic to a PLC over the network to either modify an original control logic or inject a new control logic into a PLC’s memory. These attacks are well-understood containing substantial machine instructions in network packets that can be detected by network intrusion detection systems (IDS) [19], [23], [24].

On the other hand, ROP reuses existing code in a target computer system, limiting or eliminating the need to transfer machine instructions over the network, making it stealthier. Specifically, an ROP attack uses in-memory blocks of consecutive machine instructions called gadgets, each ending with a ‘return’ instruction. It executes the gadgets in a specific sequence to perform a malicious operation on a target application. Thus, it does not require injecting a new malicious gadget to launch an attack [25]–[27]. Currently, ROP attacks on a PLC’s control logic have not been discussed in the literature, showing the research gap in exploring ROP attacks as a potential attack vector for ICS.

This paper is the first attempt to fill the gap and explores the feasibility and challenges of return-oriented programming (ROP) in ICS. The paper contributes to this direction and explores the feasibility and challenges of return-oriented programming (ROP) in ICS.
PLC, which hampers the functioning of the connected physical process. Our ROP attack consists of three main steps: 1) We use an ICS communication protocol to read the PLC’s memory over the network and acquire its dumps; 2) we then utilize a disassembly tool to disassemble the dumps and find gadgets in the memory; 3) we finally update the stack with the gadgets we want to execute. To perform these steps, we identify several challenges including maintaining a continuous scan cycle through ROP gadgets, no user input (to cause a buffer overflow) to overwrite the stack for gadget installation, and limited ROP gadgets in a memory to find blocks of instructions equivalent to the high-level constructs of PLC programming languages such as instruction list, and ladder logic.

We overcome these challenges by utilizing typical PLC design features (that we identify as exploitable), making ROP attacks applicable to most PLCs, e.g., no stack protection, and ICS protocols reading/writing to certain PLC memory regions remotely. We demonstrate two successful ROP attacks (i.e., ROP1 and ROP2) on PLCs’ control logic. ROP1 adds gadgets to current control logic programs to induce malicious control behavior. It has two variants; one involves only a single gadget, while the other utilizes multiple gadgets to manipulate actuators. ROP2, on the other hand, constructs a control logic from scratch using gadgets. We evaluate the attacks on the control logic programs of three fully-functional physical processes, i.e., a belt conveyor system, a four-floor elevator, and a traffic light system. Our evaluation results show that a single gadget, while the other utilizes multiple gadgets to manipulate actuators. ROP2, on the other hand, constructs a control logic from scratch using gadgets. We evaluate the attacks on the control logic programs of three fully-functional physical processes, i.e., a belt conveyor system, a four-floor elevator, and a traffic light system. Our evaluation results show that small-sized (11 bytes) code and gadgets are undetectable and can create malicious control logic without substantially affecting PLCs’ scan time in μs.

The contribution of the paper is as follows:

- We show that ROP gadgets can create malicious control logic that can be installed and executed by exploiting typical PLC design features applicable to most PLCs.
- Our ROP attacks cover two practical scenarios, where they either add one or more gadgets to a PLC’s original control logic to induce malicious functionality or use a gadget chain to create malicious logic from scratch.
- We achieve a continuous (control logic) scan cycle through ROP gadgets. It is contrary to typical Information Technology (IT) systems where an ROP gadget chain executes once to obtain a command shell.
- We perform our experiments on real-world settings involving Schneider Electric’s M221 PLC and three fully-functional physical processes (belt conveyor system, four-floor elevator, traffic light system).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section III gives the motivation while Section II provides the background. Section IV presents our adversary model and our proposed ROP attacks. Section V presents the challenges in a successful ROP attack on a control logic and their solutions through exploitable PLC design features. Section VI presents the steps taken in the attack implementation. Section VII evaluates our attacks on the control logic programs of three different physical processes in terms of scan time, and number and size of gadgets. Section VIII discusses the related work, followed by mitigation strategies for the attacks in Section IX. Section X concludes the ROP study.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Programmable Logic Controllers

PLCs are embedded devices programmed to monitor and control physical processes automatically. They have dozens to thousands of digital/analog inputs and outputs wired with sensors and actuators that connect them to a physical process.

Control Logic is a program that determines how to control and monitor physical processes at the field site of ICS. These control logic programs are compiled and programmed using vendor-supplied engineering software running on an engineering workstation which is typically located at the control center of an ICS. IEC61131-3, a standard adopted by most of the PLC manufacturers, defines five programming languages to write a control logic: ladder logic (LD), instruction list (IL), functional block diagram (FBD), structured text (ST), and sequential function chart (SFC). The process of writing a control logic program from engineering software to a PLC is known as downloading, while reading from the PLC is known as uploading. A control logic program runs in a scan cycle once it is compiled and downloaded into a PLC. This scan cycle consists of three main steps:

1) Read inputs: The CPU reads inputs of sensors and other connected devices and updates an input table in memory.
2) Run: After the CPU has read or scanned the inputs, it runs the control logic on the input table and modifies an output image table based on the execution results.
3) Control: Controlling connected output devices (actuators, lights) by giving signals based on the output table.

Figure 2 shows rung 0’s LD of a control logic program that closes the door if “close door” is selected and no obstruction between the door is detected. The open contact represents the “close door” push button, while the closed contact represents an “obstruction” detector. Figure 3 shows rung 0’s IL of the PLC control logic program.

B. Return Oriented Programming

ROP was first introduced by Shacham [25] as a return-to-libc attack. This attack bypasses data execution prevention (DEP) that makes certain parts of the memory (particularly
ROP uses executable instruction sequences (referred to as gadgets) already present in the memory to run malicious code; it doesn’t need to transfer new executable code to a target system. Each gadget ends with a ‘return’ instruction. An attacker typically populates a process stack with the gadget addresses to execute malicious code.

III. Motivation and Problem Statement

An ICS malware targets a PLC’s control logic to disrupt industrial processes. For instance, Stuxnet [10] infects the control logic of Siemens S7-300 PLCs to attack centrifuges of a nuclear plant; Triton/Trisis [28] disables Schneider Electric’s Triconex Safety Instrumented Systems (SIS) by replacing the original ladder logic with an infected one. Further, control logic attacks have been studied to understand the manipulation of ICS protocols to inject malicious control logic into a PLC [16], [18], [29]–[31].

While these attacks successfully target a PLC’s control logic, most of them have a considerable downside. They involve sending substantial malicious code to a PLC over the network to be noticed by IDS [19], [32], [33]. For instance, Stuxnet malware is half a megabyte in size [34]. Furthermore, a strict firewall can prevent reading/writing to the control logic of a PLC remotely. For instance, ICS protocols have an address field to access different memory regions of a PLC, including control logic. The firewall rules can block packets containing control logic addresses.

Under these usual circumstances, the attacker can still access the I/O data blocks of a PLC remotely using ICS protocols. HMI, historian, and other ICS services in the control center exchange I/O data with PLCs. IDS and firewalls do not block I/O data to maintain remote visibility of the underlying physical process. The attacker may use a PLC’s data blocks to inject malicious control logic. Yoo et al. [16] has demonstrated a data execution attack, which involves transferring a malicious control logic to the data blocks of a PLC over the network and executing it by changing a pointer in a configuration block that points to the start of a PLC’s control logic. While their attack subverts the firewall, an IDS can still notice their control logic code in transit [19].

ROP can potentially exploit a PLC’s data blocks effectively since it traditionally does not require transferring executable code over the network and uses gadgets already in a target device’s memory.

Problem Statement. Given an ICS environment running IDS to monitor any transfer of control logic, the attacker’s goal is to utilize a PLC’s data blocks remotely for ROP to execute malicious control logic.

IV. ROP Attacks on Control Logic

A. Adversary Model

Our adversary model assumes that an attacker accesses the control center network via a typical IT attack vector, such as an infected USB stick, similar to real-world ICS attacks, e.g., TRITON [28] and Ukraine Power grid attack [7]. The control center infiltration enables the attacker to communicate with a target PLC over the network through an ICS protocol to launch an ROP attack. During this process, the attacker uses existing instructions in a PLC’s memory to avoid sending huge amounts of malicious code over the network that stands a chance of being detected by intrusion detection tools.

If the PLC has password authentication against unauthorized read/write messages, the attacker will utilize the attack methods documented by Ayub et al.’s study [35] to bypass PLC authentication.

B. Proposed ROP Attacks

We introduce two ROP attacks on a PLC’s control logic to sabotage a running physical process by changing the process to an unexpected state. For instance, the attacker turns off the motor that moves a conveyor belt. The attacker typically achieves it by manipulating actuators through a compromised PLC. Section VI-B illustrates the ROP attacks in detail.

ROP 1. This attack integrates gadgets with a PLC’s original control logic to induce malicious control behavior. We explore two variants; one uses a single gadget to manipulate the running control logic, and the other uses a gadget chain consisting of multiple gadgets.

Variant I: This ROP variant utilizes a gadget that allows manipulation of the value of the register associated with the output port of the PLC. Since only one gadget is used, it simplifies the attack execution and has less impact on the control logic scan cycle (depending on the gadget size). However, a single gadget gives less control over the values of each output port. In other words, the attacker can only set or unset some bits of the output register, limiting the capability to manipulate associated actuators.

Variant II: This ROP variant utilizes a set of gadgets to have greater control of the output ports of a PLC. It employs a gadget chain to set or unset any value of the output register and hence the corresponding output ports. Note that the first variant does not give an attacker much flexibility and control of the PLC’s output ports, whereas, with the second variant, the attacker can control any output port and the connected actuators. However, more gadgets add complexity to the attack, and their combined code is likely to be more than a single gadget code of variant I, causing a longer scan cycle of the control logic program.

ROP 2. This ROP attack utilizes gadgets to construct a new control logic from scratch, allowing the attacker to manipulate a physical process to a large extent. The malicious control logic uses the data from the PLC’s input devices, such as sensors, to manipulate a physical process to an unexpected state. For instance, while riding an elevator, a user requests a second floor, but the connected (compromised) PLC always skips the second floor and takes the elevator to a random floor.

The effectiveness of this attack depends on the availability of gadgets in a PLC memory, which may limit the attacker from creating a desired malicious control logic. Note that this ROP attack differs from ROP 1 attack, which retains the original control logic and adds a gadget or a sequence of gadgets to induce malicious functionality.
V. CHALLENGES IN ROP ATTACKS ON PLC

We identify several challenges for a successful ROP attack on a PLC and devise techniques through PLC design features/choices that we find exploitable.

A. Challenges

We define the challenges into three groups related to malicious control logic, stack manipulation, and ROP attack execution. Figure 4 shows which part of the ROP attack each challenge corresponds to. C1 (in yellow) represents challenges related to malicious control logic, C2 (in orange) represents challenges related to stack manipulation, and finally, C3 (in green) represents challenges related to ROP attack execution. A gray area indicates that the stack is not directly accessible in a PLC via an ICS protocol. The four steps (a) - (d) on the right shows that ROP attack is continuously executed. The details are described in the proposed techniques.

1) Challenge 1: Malicious Control Logic:
  
  Challenge 1.1: Determining the start and end addresses of the control logic. Engineering software downloads a control logic on a PLC. The control logic location in the PLC memory is helpful for the attacker to determine gadget addresses in the control logic code and set up an initial attack vector for stack manipulation (discussed later in detail).

  Challenge 1.2: Deciding which gadgets are useful. A malicious control logic produces an undesired state of a physical process. Given a set of available gadgets in a PLC memory, it is a challenge to create a gadget chain of malicious control logic that can cause an adverse effect on a physical process.

2) Challenge 2: Stack Manipulation:

  Challenge 2.1: Overwriting the stack without buffer overflow. Traditional ROP attacks exploit a buffer overflow vulnerability in a user application to inject a malicious payload consisting of gadget addresses and register values. But in PLCs, control logic programs run standalone on I/O data and do not give access to the stack through remote user input.

  Challenge 2.2: Executing an ROP gadget chain while ensuring normal PLC operations. While updating the stack and the stack pointer to execute a gadget chain, it is challenging to ensure that the PLC is functioning normally. For instance, since the stack changes dynamically, the attacker cannot write a gadget chain in any part of the stack memory. Unlike PLC, in a traditional ROP attack, buffer overflow populates the stack automatically with a gadget chain.

3) Challenge 3: ROP Attack Execution:

  Challenge 3.1: Maintaining a continuous attack cycle through ROP gadgets. Control logic has a scan cycle to maneuver a physical process continuously using the process I/O data. The gadget chain has to run on each cycle to sustain the malicious state of the process. In other words, if the gadget chain runs only once, in the next cycle, the control logic (without the gadget chain) will undo the malicious change. For example, the benign control logic in a water treatment facility is supposed to release a chemical by opening a valve under a certain (water) condition. However, the gadget chain triggers and closes the valve. In the next cycle, the control logic will again attempt to open the valve, and this time without the gadget chain, the valve will remain open.

  Challenge 3.2: Persistent control of a compromised PLC. The persistent control allows the attacker to update the gadget chain running on a compromised PLC. For instance, in a ransomware attack, the first gadget chain can show that a physical process is under the attacker’s control (let’s say by disabling a release valve in a gas pipeline); the attacker can later update the gadget chain to damage the process if a ransom amount is not received within a given time period.

B. PLC Exploitable Features

Predictable control logic location. A control logic address in a PLC memory is either fixed for a PLC model or can be found in a PLC’s configuration block. For instance, Modicon M221 PLC (of Schneider Electric) has a configuration block that contains a pointer to the start of the code block (including the control logic), which can be read over the network using the UMAS protocol. MicroLogix 1100/1400 PLC (of Allen-Bradley) has a fixed control logic address that can be found....
by downloading a control logic to a PLC and then analyzing its network traffic.

Using the mapping between CPU registers and I/O ports for searching gadgets. PLCs use preset CPU registers for mapping to input and output ports. The attacker can use these registers to find relevant gadgets to read input port data and write to the output port data to control actuators.

For instance, a control logic program written for an elevator will have specific components (such as LED lights) connected to the output ports of a PLC, which turn on and off according to the program written. Disassembling the control logic program shows that each bit of the input and output register maps to different input and output port, respectively.

Download and upload capability via ICS protocols. Control engineers use an ICS protocol to download/upload and maintain control logic remotely using PLC engineering programming software. An ICS protocol, if successfully reverse-engineered, can be used to read and write to a PLC’s memory. Moreover, PLCs do not differentiate between legitimate download request and one from an attacker. PLCs employ password-based authentication mechanisms to prevent attackers from writing malicious control logic. However, these mechanisms have been proven weak and are easily exploitable across most PLCs [35], [36].

No stack protection. The stack is a critical memory and is mostly protected by checking whether code is executable, valid, or contains prohibited functionality before being loaded onto the stack. However, PLC does not have proper stack protection, so if it has a way to access the stack area, many malicious capabilities can be secured.

The stack area in PLCs is inaccessible through user input, and PLC is no different. However, it is possible to indirectly get access to the stack area using the features of PLC that repeatedly executes control logic. PLCs typically use a stack pointer to maintain the position of the stack in the memory. After the first instruction in the stack is popped, the stack pointer increments and goes to the next instruction. PLCs do not enforce stack protection, allowing an attacker to modify its contents just by going to the address the stack pointer points to and then modifying that region with the attacker’s gadget address. Also, the stack pointer register is fixed and allows all kinds of operations (such as logical and arithmetic) on it.

C. Proposed Techniques

We propose four techniques (T) to address the challenges.

**T1: Finding Useful Gadgets (FUG).** To solve challenge 1.2, we use the following technique to find useful gadgets in control logic programs. This technique finds registers that directly map to the input/output ports of a PLC. To accomplish this task, we first write different control logic programs, disassemble them, and notice a pattern from which we discover the register associated with input and the one related to output. In some attacks, however, we use other gadgets as well. Addresses of all gadgets determined to be useful are stored in the database as shown in Figure 4 and 6.

T2: Stack Modification Code (SMC) Injection. Stack Modification Code (SMC) is a small-size machine code (only 11 bytes for M221 PLC and undetectable by IDS in our experiments), written in assembly language that is enough to modify a PLC’s stack to run gadgets. In this technique, the attacker appends SMC to the control logic written on a PLC’s memory (as shown in Figure 4- a to 4- d). The attacker first finds the end address of the control logic. This can be done by reading the start address of a control logic and then calculating its size or by reading the last ‘return’ instruction in the control logic area of a PLC’s memory via an ICS protocol. Once the end address of the control logic is found, an attacker uses an ICS protocol to inject SMC in place of the last ‘return’ instruction of the control logic.

This technique ensures the attacker achieves a continuous (control logic) scan cycle through ROP gadgets. If SMC is properly inserted at the end of the control logic, SMC will be executed in every cycle of PLC operations as shown in Figure 6 as part of the control logic and is called a continuous ROP attack. Without this technique in place, an ROP attack would have been a one-time attack since once the stack pops a value, it needs to be pushed in again to run again. Moreover, our evaluation results show SMC is not detected by IDS.

T3: Stack Modification. In this technique, we use the stack pointer in the PLC to go to the stack to modify its contents to solve the problem of overwriting the stack with our gadget addresses. To ensure that the modification does not affect the normal functionality of PLCs (as the modification can overwrite the stack contents that are still to be executed), we decrement the stack pointer’s value by one step (per gadget) and then modify the stack location it points to.

Figure 4(a) shows the state of the stack and the stack pointer value in a normal setting. Figure 4(b) shows the state after SMC runs as part of the control logic. Decrementing by one step ensures that only the return address that has already been returned (after successful execution of the normal instruction) gets overwritten. After the gadgets are executed, the pointer increments again and executes the next instruction (as seen in Figure 4(d)). If we modify the current stack pointer value,
the instruction at the return address still to be run would be overwritten, which can make the PLC malfunction. Using this stack modification technique, it is possible to ensure that PLC functioning is not affected.

**T4: Persistent ROP Attack.** As shown in Figure 5 (in purple), an attacker uses an ICS protocol to write a payload onto a PLC’s memory region that is free to use. It can be in the data block or another free region. We call this space a buffer loaded with gadget addresses that are later loaded onto the stack with the attacker’s SMC. This technique makes sure the attacker has persistent control over the kinds of gadgets he wants in the stack. An attacker needs to load this buffer with his new payload (containing the gadget addresses) every time he wishes to execute his ROP attack.

Figure 6 shows a complete ROP attack. An attacker preloads the buffer with a payload which is loaded onto the stack with SMC by first decrementing the value of the stack pointer per gadget and then loading the gadget addresses in the location where the stack pointer points. We assume the address is 4 bytes long, so each decrement results in a decrement of 4 bytes. Finally, since the SMC is part of the control logic, the gadget chain keeps running with the control logic in every scan cycle. Injecting SMC into the control logic ensures the attacker’s payload is pushed back to the stack every time the control logic is run.

**VI. IMPLEMENTATION**

We use Schneider Electric’s Modicon M221 as a target PLC for the implementation and demonstration of our attacks. This PLC serves as a typical example of a traditional PLC. It has both digital and analog input and output ports and supports communication interfaces such as USB and Ethernet. It communicates with vendor-supplied engineering software, which is used to write a control logic program on it. Like most of the other PLCs, the communication between the engineering software and the PLC takes place in the form of request and response packets with the PLC acting as a server and the engineering software as a client. The communication protocol is, however, proprietary and needs to be reverse-engineered for successful communication other than the vendor-supplied engineering software. The PLC’s memory can be acquired through the network protocol and then dumped for further analysis. M221 PLC uses RX Renesas architecture. The RX CPU has sixteen general purpose registers (R0 - R15) with R0 being the stack pointer, nine control registers (ISP, USP, etc), and one accumulator used for digital signal processor (DSP) instructions. The proposed techniques in Section V-C can be applied to most PLCs. For instance, all PLCs have input/output ports required for using the FUG technique to find useful gadgets. Additionally, since PLCs are embedded devices, a stack (and hence, gadgets) is fundamental to them [37]–[40]. Based on the hardware architecture, each PLC may have a certain designated register as the stack pointer. Similarly, all PLCs have a download capability and a communication protocol that can be used to append SMC to the control logic.

**A. Steps Taken in Implementing ROP Attacks**

Below, we present implementation steps that are derived from the above-stated techniques.

1) **STEP I: PLC’s memory acquisition:** First, we acquire the entire memory of the PLC via the ICS communication protocol. M221 uses a proprietary protocol Unified Messaging Application Services (UMAS) embedded in Modbus so it needs to be reverse-engineered in order to initiate communication. We utilized the information from [18], [16] and [35] who have partially reverse-engineered the protocol to develop a virtual client that initiates a session with the PLC and sends requests to read the desired memory region.

A PLC’s memory can be divided into protocol-mapped and non-protocol-mapped memory space. While the protocol-mapped memory space can be acquired via ICS protocol, the non-protocol-mapped memory cannot be. Modicon M221 PLC’s memory map shows memory regions such as External RAM, Peripheral I/O, On-chip ROM, and FCU-RAM [41]–[44]. Among these memory areas, only ‘External RAM’ is a protocol-mapped memory space, and all others are non-protocol-mapped memory spaces. In order to access the non-protocol-mapped memory, we utilize PLC Memory Extractor (PEM) [30] that appends a duplicator code to the control logic in order to copy the non-protocol-mapped memory space to protocol-mapped memory space. This way we are able to acquire the entire memory through the ICS network protocol. Note that the memory can also be acquired via JTAG [45], [46] but that requires having physical access to the PLC which the attacker does not always have in the real world.

2) **STEP II: Memory Dump Analysis:** Next, we utilize a disassembly toolchain to disassemble the binary files of the memory dumps acquired in the previous step. In this step, we analyze the disassembled file and derive important information. For instance, we figured ‘0x02’ translates to ‘rts’ instruction in M221 PLC.

In this step, we also find gadgets in the memory dump, FUG, and then generate a gadget chain that we want to run as part of our attack as explained below.

**Finding all gadgets in the PLC’s memory and generating a gadget database.** All gadgets must be indexed to do FUG. To find all gadgets, we use the same approach followed by [25] except to find the opcode ‘0x02’ instead of ‘0xc3’ to detect the return instruction. We not only look for gadgets that exist as a result of the code-generation choices of the compiler but the ones that exist otherwise as well. For instance, the disassembly of the on-chip ROM region in M221 PLC shows the machine code "e5 12 08 02" which translates to "movl 32[r1], 8[r2]" as a result of the compiler code-generation choice. However, the last two bytes of this machine code "08 02" can also form the instruction sequence, "bra.s 0x8 rts" which we can use as a gadget.

Algorithm 1 shows how we find gadgets in the memory dump. First, we look for ‘0x02’ byte in the binary file. Then at this byte, we step back and look for the maximum number of bytes that can make a valid instruction. There can be multiple
Algorithm 1 Finding valid ROP gadgets in memory

1: \( \text{maxIntSize} \leftarrow 0x08 \)
2: \( \text{gadgets} \leftarrow [] \)
3: \( \text{for each offset of } 0x02 \text{ do} \)
4: \( \text{failCount} \leftarrow 0 \)
5: \( \text{startAddr} \leftarrow \text{the offset -1} \)
6: \( \text{stopAddr} \leftarrow \text{the offset +1} \)
7: \( \text{while } \text{failCount} \leq \text{maxIntSize} \text{ & } \text{startAddr} \geq 0 \text{ do} \)
8: \( \text{res} \leftarrow \text{the result of the following command:} \)
9: \( \text{rx-elf-objdump D b binary m rx filename} \)
10: \( \text{-start-address }=\text{start_addr} \text{ -stop-address }=\text{stop_addr} \)
11: \( \text{startAddr} \leftarrow \text{startAddr }-1 \)
12: \( \text{if res ends with 'rts' and does not contain the string 'unknown'} \)
13: \( \text{gadgets} \leftarrow \text{res} \)
14: \( \text{else} \)
15: \( \text{failCount} \leftarrow \text{failCount +1} \)
16: \( \text{end if} \)
17: \( \text{end while} \)

possible instructions that can exist before a return such as \( 'Add' \), \( 'Sub' \), \( 'Jump' \), etc. We record all the possible instruction sequences and keep repeating the process of finding instruction sequences until no more instruction sequence is found. This way we get a combination of gadgets from just one return instruction.

FUG from the gadget database. Once we have all the gadgets available, we use the FUG technique to find gadgets that can help us accomplish our tasks. We specifically look for gadgets that are associated with the input/output register among others. In the case of M221, we discover that register R12 maps to the input port while R13 maps to the output ports of the PLC.

Generating a gadget chain. Finally, using the gadgets that we have, we generate a gadget chain for the attacks.

3) STEP III: Executing the ROP chain: In order to execute the ROP chain successfully, we use SMC injection and the Stack Modification technique mentioned in Section V-C.

SMC injection. We use information derived from existing work [16], [18] to determine the start and end address of control logic. Both the start address of the control logic and its size can be found in the configuration block of the PLC. The size along with the start address can be used to determine the end address of the control logic where SMC can be inserted. Note that SMC is inserted in the place of the last ‘return’ instruction of the control logic. Also, we show in our evaluation results, that SMC injection is not detectable by IDS.

Stack Modification. As mentioned before, a stack pointer increments after each value gets popped from the stack and then points to the value that needs to be popped next. If we just modify the current value in the stack, it can hinder the normal functioning of the PLC because the actual instruction that was supposed to run as a result of the pop operation may not run at all. So in order to populate the stack with our gadget addresses, we decrement the stack pointer’s value and then update the address it points to in the stack to the location of the gadget that we want to be executed.

Figure 4(b) shows executing the ROP chain while ensuring

Fig. 7: Stack modification code (SMC) PLC functionality. In this case, the number of gadgets is 1, so the value of the original stack pointer (SP), in this case, the R0 register, is decremented by one address value (from 278 to 274). In the case of running a set of gadgets, the decrease in SP may increase depending on the value of n.

To change the value of the stack pointer, we utilize the RX Renesas dataset to find the register that acts like a stack pointer. Figure 7 shows SMC. In order to make sure the PLC does not lose its basic functionality, before changing the address that the current stack pointer points to, we decrement the stack pointer (line 1) and then we update the address it points to (lines 2 - 3). This address corresponds to the location of our selected gadgets. Moving the pointer one step back prevents overwriting the contents of the stack that have yet to be popped and executed. Instead, we overwrite the return address that has already been returned after running. Altering the stack pointer to a new location containing the gadget addresses, instead of loading the addresses onto the existing stack, can adversely affect the normal functioning of the PLC. This is because it completely changes both the stack location and its contents, making it impossible to restore the original stack contents. Note that changing the stack pointer to a new location with the gadget addresses instead of loading them onto the existing stack can affect the normal functioning of the PLC since it changes the stack location and its contents entirely and there is no way of restoring the original stack contents.

B. Proposed ROP attack implementation

1) ROP 1: ROP 1 is further divided into two approaches. The first approach uses just one gadget present in memory to attack the control logic while the second approach consists of an ROP chain that has more than one gadget.

ROP Variant I. From our analyses and experiments, we figured that register R12 maps to the PLC’s input ports while register R13 always maps to the PLC’s output ports. We figured out this information after writing different control logic programs that deal with different output ports and then reading and disassembling the compiled binary from the PLC’s memory, followed by a differential analysis of the disassembled control logic programs. So in this kind of attack, we extract the gadgets that are associated with register R13 from the gadget database and then select the relevant gadget that we want to execute. For instance, the following instruction: \textbf{bset} \#2, \textbf{r}13 sets bit number 2 of R13, which in turn turns on \%Q0.2 output port. In order to execute our selected gadget, we inject a code in place of the last ‘return’ instruction of the control logic that basically updates the stack with our selected gadget address. Once the gadget address gets written inside the stack, the gadget gets executed, and the ‘return’ instruction takes the
In our first approach, we enhance the probability of finding relevant gadgets capable of manipulating the output ports of a PLC. Additionally, we employ a second approach in which we carefully select gadgets that grant us a greater degree of control over the physical process. This is because our selection of gadgets helps us to manipulate any of the output bits of the PLC. This gives us more flexibility to set our choice of value into the selected output port. For instance, we can give output \( n \) the value “1” or “0”, where \( n \) is any number from 1 to the number of output ports of a PLC.

A typical example of a gadget chain for this attack is shown in Figure 9 for M221 PLC. All of the gadgets in this chain were found in the on-chip ROM region of this PLC. The first gadget that executes is \texttt{popm r14-r15} which pops \texttt{0xFFFFFFFF} and \texttt{0x00000000} into r14 and r15, respectively. The second gadget, \texttt{or r14, r1, r13}, does a logical OR operation between r14, r1, and r13 and keeps the result in r13. So now r13 has the value \texttt{0xFFFFFFFF}. The next gadget, \texttt{popm r14-r15}, again pops \texttt{0x00001001} and \texttt{0x00000000} and places the value into r14 and r15, respectively. Finally, the last gadget, \texttt{and r14,r13}, performs a logical AND operation between r14 and r13. So now r13 has the value \texttt{0x00001001}, which would turn on output bits 1 and 4.

2) ROP 2: For the second kind of attack, we construct a control logic from scratch using gadgets in a PLC’s memory. Due to the limitations in the variety of gadgets available in memory, the complexity of control logic that can be developed is constrained. For a brief example, consider a control logic that turns on output \%Q0.1 if input \%I0.3 is on. Figure 10(a) shows the ladder diagram for this control logic while Figure 10(b) shows its disassembled version in RX architecture. The control logic has two instructions (excluding the ‘return’ instruction). From our analysis, we found these instructions:}

---

**VII. ROP Case Studies on Physical Processes**

We evaluate our attacks on three different physical processes i.e., elevator, belt conveyor system, and traffic light system.

**Experimental Settings.** The scripts (to acquire memory, to find the control logic’s start and end address, and to find gadgets from the acquired memory) are written in Python. SMC is written in RX architecture assembly language which we convert to machine code using GCC for Renesas 8.3.0.20220220-GRNURX Linux Toolchain [47]. The firmware version of Modicon M221 is v1.6.0.1. We use Windows 10 virtual machine (VM) to run EcoStruxure Machine Expert - Basic version 1.2 and Ubuntu 16.04 (VM) to run our scripts. The PLC and both our VMs are connected via Ethernet to our internal network.

**A. Case Study 1: Elevator**

**Testbed Setup.** Elevators transport people and/or freight from one floor to another. This saves time and energy and especially benefits people with moving disabilities. Figure 11 shows a four-floor elevator model used for our experiments. The model itself has four floors. A user can select a floor to go from one floor or level to another. This saves time and energy especially benefits people with moving disabilities. Figure 11 shows a four-floor elevator model used for our experiments. In response, the elevator moves to the desired floor while the LED lights show the floor it is on. Each input/output port of the PLC is connected to some elevator component. In the
Program size

- 659 bytes

+ 11 bytes of SMC

Size of gadgets

- 13 bytes

Number of gadgets

- 4

b) Scan time and program size: In a clean state, the PLC’s scan time controlling the elevator process is 120-122 μs. When we append the stack modification code (SMC), the scan time is not significantly affected. This is because the size of SMC is only 11 bytes which, when added to the 659 bytes of the original control logic code, results in a total of 670 bytes, and this increase does not have a substantial impact on the scan time.

a) ROP Attack Detection: We use Shade [19] to evaluate if SMC can be detected in network traffic. Shade is a stateful open-source IDS, specifically designed to detect control logic in network packets.

The SMC contains 0 rungs and at the same time has a very short length(11 bytes) with a high entropy (2.85) compared to the attack packets. Since attack packets are often correlated in proportion to the number of rungs and entropy, the correlation of SMC is the opposite of the attack group. Hence, it is difficult to detect as long as the IDS learns features that are frequently used when classifying codes such as rung and entropy. As a result, the extracted features of SMC looked naive compared to other control logic that causes malicious behavior.

c) Number and size of gadgets: For ROP 1, we use just one gadget that is 3 bytes in size.

B. Case Study 2: Belt Conveyor System

Testbed Setup. Conveyor Belts are used in industrial settings to move and sort supplies in order to save time and energy. Figure 11 shows the top view of the model used for our experiments. It has different sensors such as Inductive, Capacitive, and Photoelectric which are used to sort different objects, and has a DC Motor that provides power. This conveyor belt is connected to M221 PLC via input and output ports. For instance, %Q0.0 is connected to the DC gear voltage motor that runs the belt, %Q0.1 is connected to valve 2 (the inductive sensor which sorts metal objects), %Q0.2 is connected to valve 1 (the capacitive sensor which sorts plastic objects).

Experiments. We test the second variant of ROP 1 on the conveyor belt the result of which is that valve 1 stays ahead while the belt is running. Our gadget chain is similar to the one shown in Figure 9 except that the value that we keep in register R14 is 0x00000103 (note the value in the chain that comes right after “Return address 3”). This attack disrupts the conveyor belt in a way that metal objects are not allowed to pass through since valve 1 is pushed forward.

Evaluation Results. We use an IDS to detect the ROP attacks and further evaluate performance in terms of scan time and gadget size as shown in Table II.

a) ROP Attack Detection: Similar to case 1, we use Shade [19] to evaluate the detection of SMC code when it is transferred. Since the only change in SMC is the address of the gadget, it is not classified as an attack either.

b) Scan time and program size: In a clean state, the PLC’s scan time in controlling the elevator process is 125-127 μs. When we append the stack modification code (SMC), the scan time is not affected much.

c) Number and size of gadgets: We test the conveyor belt using a gadget chain that comprises eight addresses in the stack with four of them being gadgets and the rest being values that we pop from the stack. Three gadgets are 3 bytes and one is 4 bytes, for a total of 13 bytes.

C. Case Study 3: Compact Traffic Light System

Testbed Setup. Our traffic light system consists of red, green, orange, and blue lights and an emergency toggle switch. When the toggle switch is on, it disables the system, and the blue light starts blinking.
Experiments. For testing ROP2 with the gadgets in Figure 10, we construct and run a control logic that activates %Q0.1 when %I0.1 is triggered.

Evaluation Results. We use Shade [19] to detect the ROP attacks and further evaluate performance in gadget size. Since ROP 2 does not use the original control logic, the evaluation of the impact of scan time and program size on the original control logic is irrelevant and omitted.

a) ROP Attack Detection: Similar to cases 1 and 2, Shade [19] could not detect SMC.

b) Number and size of gadgets: We use two gadgets to execute the control logic, with both gadgets being 3 bytes long.

VIII. RELATED WORK

While the existing literature presents a wide range of ICS attacks [13], [14], [17], [20], [35], [36], [48]–[61], this section first covers control logic attacks on PLCs and then briefly discusses ROP attacks. However, none of them combine the two to show control logic attacks on PLCs via ROP.

Control Logic Attacks on PLCs. Senthival et al. [29] present a tool that uploads a targeted PLC’s control logic byte code and compiles it to find a mapping between the devices connected to the PLC and variables within the control logic. This mapping can then be changed arbitrarily and the control logic downloaded to the PLC to cause damage to the plant.

Kalle et al. [18] present a CLIK attack that steals the control logic from a PLC after compromising its security measures. Then, it decompiles the stolen binary of the control logic to inject malicious logic, followed by transferring the infected binary back to the PLC and hiding the infection from the engineering software by employing a virtual PLC.

Similar to CLIK, McLaughlin et al. presented SABOT [15] a tool that uploads a targeted PLC’s control logic byte code and compiles it to find a mapping between the devices connected to the PLC and variables within the control logic. This mapping can then be changed arbitrarily and the control logic downloaded to the PLC to cause damage to the plant.

Yoo et al. [16] present two control logic injection attacks such as 1) data execution and 2) fragmentation and noise padding. In the data execution attack, the attacker transfers a malicious control logic to the data blocks of the PLC and changes the control flow to execute the logic located in the data blocks. Fragmentation and noise padding attacks add a huge amount of noise to the write request packet containing the control logic in order to subvert deep packet inspection.

ROP Attacks on IT applications. Existing literature shows a lot of effort into exploring ROP attacks on IT applications [25], [26], [62], [63]. Here we discuss Weidler et al.’s. [27] work since it is closest to ours, i.e., ROP on microcontrollers. Their work presents a gadget set that is capable of erasing flash memory and then re-programming this region and a Turing complete gadget set that was capable of performing arbitrary computation. Our work is different in a way that instead of changing the firmware or the normal functionality of a PLC, we target the control logic and make it malicious in order to sabotage the connected physical process. Moreover, ROP on PLCs runs in a continuous scan cycle instead of being a one-time attack (unlike traditional ROP).

IX. ROP ATTACK MITIGATION IN PLC

The potential mitigation against the ROP attacks on PLCs includes the following:

Control Logic Integrity Checking. PLCs allow remote access to control logic for maintenance through ICS protocols. ICS malware typically exploits this legitimate functionality to inject malicious control logic. A device-level solution should monitor the control flow integrity of a PLC’s control logic and raise an alarm in case of a discrepancy. However, the solution must allow control engineers to update the logic remotely.

Message Authentication in ICS Protocols. ICS protocols require message authentication to allow PLCs to ignore control logic messages from an unauthenticated source. For instance, the DNP3 protocol uses a message authentication code for message integrity and authentication [64]. However, most ICS protocols do not have message authentication.

Address Space Layout Randomization of PLC Firmware and Control Logic. Address space layout randomization (ASLR) alters the location of the objects in the memory (e.g., executable programs and process stack) whenever a system reboots [65], [66]. It adds complexity to an ROP attack by restricting the attacker from determining the exact locations of the gadgets ahead of time using a test environment before the attack. PLCs should employ ASLR to randomize the memory layout of firmware, control logic, and other data structures, raising the bar for the ROP attack requiring finding gadget locations while launching the attack.

X. CONCLUSION

We studied ROP attacks on PLCs’ control logic programs. We discovered several challenges to considering ROP as a practical attack vector for ICS environments, including overwriting the stack in a PLC memory with a gadget chain, executing the ROP chain, and maintaining the normal PLC operations during the attack. To overcome these challenges and make ROP attacks applicable to most PLCs, we identified and utilized typical PLC design features that are exploitable, e.g., no stack protection, predictable control logic location, and remote access to certain PLC memory regions via ICS protocols. The attack evaluations on three physical processes showed successful ROP attacks without affecting a PLC’s scan time. The attacks were also not detected by Shade, an open-source IDS for control logic detection in network traffic.
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